
9. (l$ Explain the meaning of fotlowing insructions

(i) Mov AL. [BX]

(ii ) ADD AL, 35H

(iii) MUL cL

(iv) DIv Cx

(v) LEs Dt. [Bxl
(vi) POPCS. 6

(B) Write ALP program for 8 bit and 16 bit
multiplication using

(i) Register addressing

(ii) Register indirect addressing. 6

OR

10. (P) Explain possible instmction in logical $oup
of 8086 micro processor 6

(Q) Write ALP program for 8 bit addition of

(i) Registq addressing

( ii) tmmediate addressing

(iii) Direct ad&essing. 6

------:.-
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(A) Draw the bkrck diagram of micro - computer

and explain the functions of various blocks.
4

(B) Draw the pin diagram of 8085 micro
processor. 4

(C) Explain instruction cycle, fetch cycle and

execute cycle. 4

OR

(P) Draw the block diagram for architecture of
8085 microprocessor. 4

Explain Instruction format of 8085 with one

example. 3

(Q) Explain the timing diagram of memory read

cycle. 5
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3. (A)

(B)

(c)

4. (P)

(Q)

Explain drc various adclressitg modes of 8085
micro - processor. 5

Explairr the use of CALL and RE'l in:,tn-(lion
in subrorLtine. 4

\ iire ALP progrum frrr rime delay using otlc
register. l

OR

Explain the meaning of tollowing
instmctions:

(i) MovB,H
(ii) sTA . rEooH

(iii) ADD B

(iv) JNZ. IEOOH

(v) ANA B

(vi) CMA. 6

Write ALP program for addition and
subtractbn of two 8 bit numbels stored in
memory and result is also stored in memory.

6

6

(C) Statc thc opcrating modes ol port in 82-55

l'l'l and gi\c iheh flncliol in sh()rt. 3

OR'

(P1 Explain data transter scheduling. 4

(Q) Draw the pin diagram of 8255 PPl. .1

(R) Give the differences between memory mapped

tO and 10 mapped IO. 4

(A) Draw the block diagram of architecturc of
8086 microprocessor, expiain rhe function of
Bru and EU. 6

(B) Explain the meaning of physical and effective
address with suitable example. 4

(C) State data and memory size in 8086 micro
processor. 2

.oR

1

5. (A) Drarv the block diagam of 8255 PPI. 3

(B) Draw rhe control word register and explain
the function of each hit in 8255 PI,l. 6
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8. (P)

(Q)

(R)

AR-644

Cive the differences between minimum and

maximum operating modes in 8086
microprocessor. 4

Discuss the conditional flag registers of 8086

micro - processor. 4

Draw rhe pin diagram of \086 micro
processor. 4

3 P.T.O.
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